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The Department of East Asian Studies/Sinology and
the Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies are pleased to announce a lecture by

Man-Houng Lin

Academia Sinica, National Taiwan Normal University

The “Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere”:
A New Boundary for Taiwanese People and
the Taiwanese Capital, 1940-1945
A bstract

This article deals with Taiwanese civilian emigration and overseas investment in the
period of 1940-1945. Taiwan in general and some Taiwanese in particular helped in
the reconstruction of Japanese occupied areas during the war. Overseas Taiwanese
mainly worked as employees for Japanese stores, companies, mines, plantations,
and Japanese government offices, but also opened stores, factories, plantations
and banks by themselves. As a kind of overseas ethnic Chinese , the Taiwanese
civilian emigrants examined in this paper moved in the direction opposite that of other
overseas Chinese holding Chinese nationality. The Taiwanese expanded overseas
to Greater East Asia, while the Chinese nationals withdrew from this area and went
back to China. Thus, this paper will illustrate how the phrase “people should fight
for their country” bore different meanings for these two different types of overseas
Chinese in the Asia-Pacific War theater of WWII.

Man-houng Lin

was mostly educated in Taiwan
and received her Ph.D. in History and East Asian Languages
from Harvard University in 1989. Lin has been a Senior
Research Fellow at the Institute of Modern History, Academia
Sinica since 1990 and Professor at the Department of History,
National Taiwan Normal University since 1991. Lin’s main area
of research focuses on treaty ports and modern China, native
opium of late Qing China, currency crisis and early nineteenthcentury China, Taiwanese merchants’ overseas economic
networks, 1895-1945.

Date:		

Wednesday 22nd November, 2017

Time:		

18:30

Location:
SIN1, at the Department of East Asian Studies/Sinology,
		
Altes AKH, Campus, Spitalgasse 2, yard 2, entrance 2.3
		http://campus.univie.ac.at/plan-universitaere-einrichtungen
Introduction and discussion lead by Dr Astrid Lipinsky – University of Vienna

The lecture is open to the public without charge or prior registration

